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MOVING FORWARD
IOWA DAIRY FAMILY SUCCEEDS
BY KEEPING IT SIMPLE.
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We asked haymakers like you what they want from a windrower. You’ll find the results in
our new Speedrower ® PLUS Series — designed to provide greater productivity, precision,
and performance. These windrowers feature superior drivability with new SensiDrive™
drive-by-wire controls and the industry’s fastest speeds both in-field and on-road.
Intuitive, factory-installed Precision Land Management (PLM)™ solutions and our most
comfortable ride ever lead to a faster way to mow more hay in a day.
Get the “PLUS” you need for your operation with a
new Speedrower PLUS. See your New Holland dealer
or visit newholland.com to learn more.

Scan to see the
Speedrower PLUS
in action.

© 2022 CNH Industrial America LLC. All rights reserved. New Holland is a trademark registered in the United States and many other countries,
owned by or licensed to CNH Industrial N.V., its subsidiaries or affiliates.
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7 ‘SOMETHING
TO BE PROUD OF’
Edgewood Dairy averages a daily milk
output of 91 pounds per cow, well
ahead of Wisconsin’s 68-pound state
average. The family business has found
success by investing in technology,
equipment, and a registered Holstein
breeding program.

11 MOVING FORWARD
There’s nothing fancy or special
about the way the Wolf family
manages their dairy. But their
commitment to the cows, to the
land and to each other is what pulls
it all together.
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“Forward-thinking” aptly describes
Iowa farmer Dan Voss. For years,
he’s been a leader in his adoption of
cover crops and other conservation
practices that benefit the soil, water
quality, and his bottom line.

20 5 TIPS FOR BETTER
SQUARE BALES
Feed is the biggest expense in raising
livestock, so whether you’re baling
small square bales for your own cattle
or horses, or you’re selling it, you want
to do it right.
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Jim Wolf built his family’s
dairy from the ground up.
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Continuing the Legacy
There’s no business quite like the business of a family farm. While parents
look forward to their farm continuing for generations to come, farm youth
dream of the day they will take an active role in managing the farm. Those
dreams and desires take many shapes.
LaVerne Lepak is a third-generation farmer.
While LaVerne oversees the overall operation of
their Wisconsin dairy farm, his wife Cindy runs
the calf operation. Son Joe manages equipment
maintenance and cropping while daughter Tracy
handles genetics, breeding, and milking. The
family’s cooperative effort has led to the dairy’s
high milk production and impressive honors for
outstanding milk quality and herd genetics.
“Forward-thinking” aptly describes Iowa farmer
Dan Voss. His focus on conservation practices is
aimed at keeping the land fertile for generations
AIMEE CULBERT
to come. Dan grew up milking cows and making
Editor, New Holland
hay with his dad on a family farm that dates
North America
back to 1867. He farms full-time with help from
his wife Susan, who is a teacher at a K-8 school, and their son Brian, who
works on the farm when he’s not teaching at an area high school. Today,
the Voss family’s hay operation is one of the few remaining in the area.
Jim Wolf’s ingenuity and hard work inspires his sons, Ted and Scott, to
continue their family farm’s legacy. Jim was the fourth generation to own
the farm in northeastern Iowa. His father stopped milking cows in 1970,
but in 1987, Jim left a manufacturing job to return to the farm full-time and
bought his first heifer to restart a dairy herd. He literally built the farm
from the ground up, doing most of the construction of the farm’s freestall
barns and milking parlor.
Sadly, Jim passed away last year. Ted and Scott want to keep the farm
prospering, like it has since they were kids. Tim echoes the thoughts of
many generations of farmers. “As long as it’s operational, and I think dad
would be proud of it, that’s where I want to be,” he said.
The legacy continues.

Stay Connected!
You’re an important part of the New Holland family! Share your photos by tagging them
with #MyNewHolland. You could be featured in New Holland’s Instagram or Facebook
page! Follow us on social media for all the latest promotions from New Holland.
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A Step Toward Energy Independence
The next step in becoming energy self-sufficient is with the only tractor in
the world that can help produce its own fuel. Once only a promising concept,
the New Holland T6.180 Methane Power tractor is now a reality. It’s a first in
the industry, designed to minimize emissions while maximizing profitability by
harnessing the compressed biomethane produced from a biodigester
as fuel for the tractor.
Even though it has the same power and torque as an
equivalent 6.7L, 6-cylinder diesel engine, running costs
are estimated to be 30 percent less. For flexibility, both
compressed biomethane and compressed natural gas
(CNG) can be used as fuel. A simple, maintenance-free
three-way catalyst is used for aftertreatment, eliminating
the need for exhaust gas recirculation and selective catalytic
reduction components, as well as diesel exhaust fluid.

 Calculate your economic & environmental savings

This calculator allows you to simulate the running cost savings that you could achieve. The
calculation takes into consideration fuel and servicing, including oil and fluids. Also, it works
out CO2 emission-reduction when using either natural gas or biomethane.

Parts Man Going Strong for 60+ Years
If you’re stopping by for parts at Nash Equipment Company in Burgaw,
North Carolina, ask for Johnny Vann. Johnny started working in the Parts
Department of a Ford tractor dealership in 1963, and later served as the parts
manager at Nash Equipment for more than 30 years. Today, at 81 years of
age, he’s still working behind the dealership’s parts counter with no signs of
slowing down. He’s made the 100-mile round-trip commute to Nash Equipment
for the past 39 years.
Johnny can rattle off parts numbers of the old tractors by heart and can
recall his first customer’s name and the first part number he ever ordered.
With his friendly demeanor and willingness to help, customers ask for him
by name. Even people outside the area reach out to tap his extensive parts
knowledge on older lines.
Jonathan Shiffert, New Holland Agriculture’s Territory Sales Manager, stopped
by the dealership to surprise Johnny with a collection of New Holland scale
model toys and a framed picture to thank him for his many years of dedicated
service to New Holland customers.
newholland.com |
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John McGinn is one of the first
customers in North America to
take advantage of the massive
power of New Holland’s largest
compact track loader, the C362.

When John McGinn needed to clear out
some old pasture on a property he was
leasing, he called on The Beast, New Holland
Construction’s C362 compact track loader. With 6,200lb rated operating capacity and massive breakout force,
it’s New Holland’s biggest and most powerful CTL ever.
McGinn is one of the first customers to own the C362 in
North America.
“I wanted it to run the forestry mulcher,” says McGinn.
“Instead of having giant burn piles, we can go in with the
C362 and be done in one application. We can just mulch it
and leave it.”
The land McGinn was leasing hadn’t
been tended to in a generation. Even
“ It’s the
with old fence rows, rotten fence posts,
handiest
overgrown brush, cedars and locust trees,
the job was no match for The Beast.
thing on
Equipped with the forestry mulcher, the
the farm.” C362 cut and ground the brush, trees, and
stumps down to ground level.
Before putting the C362 to work, McGinn had to hire an
excavator to remove trees. “Then you have to wait on the
wind and the weather to burn them,” he said. “And even after
you burn the piles, you’ve got to haul off whatever’s left and

C362 with forestry mulcher.
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bury the stumps. It’s very labor intensive and it may be a
six- or eight-month project.”
In contrast, McGinn recalled the first day he used the
equipment. “I cleaned up about a quarter mile of fence row
that was overgrown with trees in maybe two hours. Whatever
I do with the C362 and the forestry mulcher, when I leave,
it’s done. There are no burn piles and no stumps, so it’s a
huge time saver.

Multiple attachments, multiple jobs
With a herd of purebred Angus cattle on his Tennessee
farm, McGinn plans to put the C362 to work year-round.
“I’ve got lots I want to do with it,” he said. “I have a post
driver attachment to put fence posts in. I’ve also used it
with the bucket. I had to clean out a pen between the barns
that we had cattle in all winter. I took out nine tandem loads
of manure and loaded it into the dump truck. It has a lot
higher lift and a bigger bucket capacity, so that job was
done a lot faster.
“I’ve also just ordered the six-way dozer blade. I have
runways for the cattle. We’re not flat here in East Tennessee,
so you get run-off at ditches and it’s more than you can fix
with a box scraper. You have to grade out the ruts, level
it, and then rock it. It’s a yearly task. I think it’ll be really
handy for that.
“It’s got super high flow hydraulics. It’s got more breakout
force. It will lift twice what my old machine would. These were
all things that really played into getting a machine that was
larger, more capable, more stable. The C362 is everything I
thought it would be. It’s the handiest thing on the farm.”

E D G E W O O D

D A I R Y

‘Something
		to be Proud Of’

This Wisconsin dairy family
connects all the pieces to
sustain high milk production.

I

t’s no secret that a dairy’s high milk
production starts long before the
cows enter the milking parlor. It
takes months, even years, to pull all
the pieces together to draw top output
from the herd, day in and year out. Not
everyone can do it.
But Edgewood Dairy of Custer,
Wisconsin, is one operation that’s figured
out how. Its herd averages a daily milk

output of 91 pounds per cow, well ahead
of the state’s 68-pound average. And
it’s light-years ahead of the milk yields
LaVerne Lepak saw when he started
dairying in the late 1970s.
“Back then, we were only producing
41 pounds of milk,” said LaVerne, who
owns the dairy with his wife, Cindy.
The Lepaks’ operation has come a long
way in that time. Its growth has partly

resulted from substantially expanding
its herd size from 32 cows when
LaVerne and Cindy were married in
1981. Today, Edgewood Dairy milks 700
cows, and the Lepaks farm 2,000 acres.
The family business has also found
success by investing in technology,
equipment, and a registered Holstein
breeding program.
Continued…

newholland.com |
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LaVerne is the third generation of his
family to farm the Portage County land
where the dairy sits. Today, he, Cindy
and their three grown children play
key roles to help the business succeed.
LaVerne oversees all the moving
parts. Cindy runs the calf operation.
Son Joe Lepak manages equipment
maintenance, cropping and the feed side
of the farm. Daughter Tracy Omernik
handles genetics, breeding and milking.
Another daughter, Crystal Kunst, helps
when possible but for now focuses on
her four young children.
The family’s concerted effort has
not only led to the dairy’s high milk
production. It’s also earned Edgewood
Dairy impressive honors, such as the
2017 Achievement Award from the
Wisconsin Department of Agriculture,
Trade and Consumerism for outstanding
milk quality. The dairy also has won
Holstein USA’s Progressive Genetics
Herd Award every year since 2015.

Focus on breeding, cow care
That genetics award reflects a key
component of the dairy’s success: high
genomic traits for their registered
Holstein herd. LaVerne credits Omernik
with the herd’s genetic achievements.
“My daughter is very picky with
breeding,” he said.
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“The world is
ever-changing,
but people still need
food on their tables
three times a day.”
[ said joe lepak. ]

“We’re part of
providing that .”
Omernik said she focuses on “getting
the best results out of my cows. I’m
always looking to breed them to
something better. We use the top bulls
around the state, and we breed for milk
production.”
With the help of seven full-time
employees, Edgewood Dairy milks its
herd three times a day in a double12 parallel parlor. Cow comfort and
technology help drive the high
milk yields. That includes collar

monitors worn by each cow in the
milking string. The electronic device
detects a cow’s rumination levels,
health, heat stress, breeding cycle and
other activity.
“The collars are like having a
veterinarian 24/7,” Omernik said.
In 2021, the Lepaks converted one
of their two freestall barns to a tunnel
ventilation barn. The new housing unit
uses a bank of high-power fans to pull
in fresh air from outside and move it
horizontally from one end of the barn to
the other at cow level. That helps keep
cows cool in hot weather.
“Before, we could lose as much as
3,000 pounds of production on a typical
summer day,” LaVerne said. “But after
we installed the tunnel ventilation barn,
we never lost production during the
summer due to heat. The cows are much
happier – and so are we.”

Producing high-quality feed
Another component in the dairy’s milk
output is the high-quality corn and hay
the Lepaks grow. That takes effort, in
part because they rent and lease 1,000
of their total acres from 36 landowners.
LaVerne and Joe are careful about
the corn and hay varieties they
grow, since the crops will
ultimately become silage

LaVerne Lepak manages the
operation of Edgewood Dairy.
His son, Joe, oversees all the
equipment needed for the 700-cow
dairy and 2,000 acres of crops.

E D G E W O O D

The Lepaks rely on a stable of
New Holland tractors to produce and
manage their high-quality forages.

D A I R Y

shot at planting, and we want to be as
precise as possible.”

Fourth-generation plans

full of protein, energy and nutrients
that will propel the herd to profitable
production levels. In the last eight
years, the Lepaks have added brown
midrib (BMR) corn silage varieties to
their mix. Today, BMR varieties account
for about 75 percent of the farm’s corn
silage. BMR corn provides higher silage
digestibility, protein, and starch levels
for the cows.
“You can really tell a difference by
switching from conventional corn silage
to BMR,” said Joe. “The cows have
improved milk production by as much as
five pounds [per cow per day] by feeding
BMR. We’re also able to feed it sooner
after harvest instead of fermenting corn
silage for weeks or months.”
High-quality hay forage
also plays a key role in
the dairy’s herd diet. The
Lepaks grow 650 to 700
acres of alfalfa, with
four cuttings a year
at 28 to 30 days.
The Lepaks own
12 New Holland
tractors to power
their operations.

Edgewood Dairy uses
sand bedding to boost cow
comfort and cattle health.

They also have three New Holland
forage/harvesting equipment units:
a combine, a self-propelled forage
harvester and a large-square baler. They
do all harvest work themselves, relying
on a handful of family members and
friends. Their four New Holland skid
steers help with the daily chores of
the dairy, from feeding to scraping the
alleys in the freestall barns.
“New technology like GPS and autosteer in equipment helps us be more
accurate and efficient by saving on
fuel, seed and fertilizer costs,” said Joe.
“When we’re planting crops, a lot of
information is recorded so we can make
changes as we go. You only have one

As the next generation to lead
Edgewood Dairy, Joe Lepak and Tracy
Omernik will continue working to keep
both farm and dairy at top performance.
“There’s always room to improve with
higher yields and more productivity,”
Joe said. “If we can buy more land, that
would be a plus. But for now, we’ll focus
on the land we have.”
The Lepaks are considering a
transition to a rotary milking parlor.
“It would be a lot of money to invest,”
Omernik said. “But nowadays, if you
don’t progress or get bigger, you’re not
going to make it.”
The family also is looking at expanding
its herd size. That, however, will require
a significant increase in Concentrated
Animal Feeding Operation (CAFO)
requirements. It would involve
redesigning housing structures,
the manure management system
and more. But for the fourth
generation of this family, there’s
reason to continue moving forward.
“The world is ever-changing, but
people still need food on their tables
three times a day,” said Joe. “We’re part
of providing that, starting from the soil
to the seed to the harvest to the cows.
It’s something to be proud of.”

WHO: Edgewood Dairy
WHERE: Custer, Wisconsin
NEW HOLLAND EQUIPMENT:
T9, T8 & T7 Series tractors, CR9040
Twin Rotor® combine, FR650 selfpropelled forage harvester, BigBaler
330 CropCutter®, ProCart™ 1225
rake, L & C Series skid steers
DEALER: Swiderski Equipment,
Mosinee, Wisconsin

newholland.com |
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practical application of technology to
agricultural production systems. That’s
where New Holland comes in.

Production & technology know-how

NEW PROGRAM

Focused on Practical
Application of Technology

A

rtificial intelligence, automated systems, monitors,
analytics, sensors, and other precision farming devices
are transforming agriculture. Producers who utilize these
emerging technologies can reap big benefits. But often, those
who are adept at using ag technology are not as skilled in
ag production. The new Bachelor of Agriculture Technology
program at Lakeland College’s Vermilion campus in eastern
Alberta aims to bridge that gap.
Kyle Kipps, Program Director of Agriculture Technology,
explains the objective of the program, which is the first of
its kind in Canada. The program builds on the hands-on
knowledge students have attained through a two-year diploma
in livestock management or crop production.
“The industry is developing solutions that are utilizing
technology and require a slightly different skill set than
production has in the past,” said Kipps. “Many producers are
aware of the value of these tools and technology but aren’t too
sure how to implement them. There’s a need for a person in
the middle who understands production agriculture and can
help roll these products out to customers, or help the producers
utilize and implement new technology on their operation. We’re
trying to strike that perfect sweet spot where we’re producing
a graduate who has a solid production foundation through
their diploma education, but also has technology know-how
that is presented from a production perspective.”
Students in this two-year, hands-on program have already
earned a two-year diploma in livestock management or crop
production. The two-year bachelor program focuses on the

10
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At the college’s Student-Managed
Farm-Powered by New Holland, students
working to earn a diploma manage
real-world commercial-scale crop and
livestock enterprises. New Holland
supplies equipment to the college to
ensure students have access to the latest
farm equipment and technology. Kipps
cites a few examples of how the cuttingedge technology built into the New Holland equipment that’s
used on the campus in Vermilion become valuable learning
opportunities in the Agriculture Technology degree program.
“In our machine control and inter-components
communications systems course we had access to a new T6
tractor that will be working on the Student-Managed Farm
next season,” said Kipps. “With the support of Braden Webb,
the Precision Ag Specialist at our local New Holland dealer,
Webb’s Machinery, we installed an EZ-Steer® guidance system
in that tractor. It gave our students the chance to unbox all
the hardware components, install it, calibrate it, and get it
set up and customer ready. We were grateful that we had
access to that tractor and the fantastic support from Webb’s.
“Another thing we’re planning is an activity around
IntelliBale™ baler automation. Claude Lesperance, a
New Holland Hay and Forage Product Specialist, described
the system and what the advantages are for producers. Then,
he explained the hardware components of the system and
demonstrated how it works. Our plan is for the students to
experience the automation of IntelliBale for themselves when
they follow the combine to bale straw this fall.”

New equipment technology
Kipps says whether a producer is seeking out emerging
technology or not, technology is coming their way.
“If you’re buying a new tractor, it’s probably equipped
with telematic capabilities. It makes sense to make use of
that. Someone who has spent their whole life being focused
on production may not have the skill set to be a strong data
manager and get decision-making use out of precision farming
data. That’s where our graduates can help them decipher and
improve their operation.”

Learn more at lakelandcollege.ca/agtech-degree

J I M

Moving
Forward
Iowa dairy family succeeds
by keeping it simple.

T

here’s nothing fancy or special about
the way the Wolf family manages
their dairy farm near Dubuque, Iowa.
But their commitment to the cows, the
land and to each other is what pulls it
all together.

Jim Wolf is the fourth generation to
own the farm in the northeastern part
of Iowa. His father, George, stopped
milking cows in 1970, when Jim was
still young, and concentrated on hogs
and beef cattle. While in high school (he

W O L F

&

F A M I L Y

graduated in 1982), Jim took a job in the
nearby ERTL (TOMY) farm toy factory,
but “hated every minute of it because I
wasn’t outside,” so in 1987, he returned
to the farm full-time, and bought his first
heifer to restart a dairy herd.
“I kind of learned as I went,” he recalls,
“and just built the farm up from there.”
And when he says he “built the farm,”
he means that quite literally — doing
most of the construction of the farm’s
first freestall barn in 1998, a second
freestall barn in 2005 and a swing-18
milking parlor in 2007.
“We do as much as we can ourselves,”
Wolf said.
Today, the Wolfs farm 350 acres of
owned and rented farmland, milking a
mixed herd of commercial Holsteins and
registered Ayrshires totaling 240 head.
When his four children were young,
Jim Wolf, along with his wife, Kim,
hoped at least one of them would want
to carry on the farm. But he knew that
desire had to come from them, thinking,
“I won’t hold it against them if they don’t
want to farm, but if they want to farm,
Continued…
I’d love to help them.”

Editor’s note: Just one month after this story was written, the patriarch
of the Wolf family, James Wolf, passed away unexpectedly. We at
New Holland wanted to share their family’s story as a tribute to Jim,
and all the other stalwarts of the agricultural community who pass
along their love of family and farming to so many.

newholland.com |
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He’s happy to see that dream fulfilled,
as sons Ted and Scott returned to work
full-time on the farm in 2013 and 2016,
respectively, which let them add more
cows. Their oldest son, Kurt, works fulltime for ABS Global, but still helps out
as needed. He owns and houses show
cattle at his farm, capturing reserve
grand champion Ayrshire honors at the
2021 World Dairy Expo. Jim and Kim’s
daughter, Jill Stoll, teaches nearby.
Jim’s two brothers and nephews
round out the family crew that pitches
in when needed.
“The only reason I’m doing it now is
for my boys,” Jim said.
The Wolf family operates as a unit
to manage the dairy, raising all their
own replacement calves and growing
their own feed. About four or five years
ago, they started using sexed semen
from genomic young sires in the upper
half of the herd to breed more quality

heifers. The lower half they breed with
Angus or Charolais and raise those
Holstein crossbred bull calves to sell
as beef steers.

“We used to artificially inseminate
with conventional semen, and we were
getting bulls out of good cows and
heifers out of poor cows,” said Ted
Wolf. “Now, we keep improving, with
just getting heifers out of our better
cows. Hopefully, the trend continues.”
The mixed herd’s average annual
milk production per cow stands around

25,000 pounds, with the milk shipped to
the Brewster Cheese production plant
in Stockton, Illinois.
Adding the steer enterprise created
a new revenue stream without much
time commitment, Ted said, adding,
“Diversity is definitely a good thing.”
Scott agrees. “Our herd is pretty wellrounded since we started crossbreeding
with beef and using sexed semen. I
think that’s the way it’s going to keep
going. We don’t have all our eggs in
one basket.”
“We’re trying to get things more
efficient,” Ted explained. “We don’t want
to expand at the moment, but if we get
more out of what we have, we can get
more return with same or less labor.”
The Wolfs raise and harvest their own
feed. They grow oats as a cover crop in
alfalfa stands, and then chop or bale the
oats for heifer feed and try to make hay
every 28 days during the season, if they

At the end of the day,
it’s kind of an honor just
to work with your family.

Jim Wolf (left) kept his father's tradition of using
New Holland equipment for their farm. Today, his
son Scott (right) does the field work. He thinks
New Holland continues to be the right choice for
their farm and dairy.
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T
 he Wolf family includes:
(front row, from left) Jim and grandsons
Clayton, Cooper and Austin. (Back row,
from left) Kim; Kurt and Michelle; Katie
and Ted; Scott; Jill and Nick Stoll.

can. The corn is chopped and packed
into three bunker silos, and any shelled
corn needed for their total mixed ration
(TMR) is purchased.
“We focus on quality feed and cow
comfort,” Jim Wolf said, adding that the
family tries to do as much of the farm work
as they can — chopping forage, hauling
manure, grinding feed, maintaining
buildings and repairing equipment.
“We hire as little as possible, so labor
doesn’t kill you,” he said. “If you can do it
yourself, you’re saving that much more.”
“You just don’t have to deal with
employees and people not showing up
to work,” added Scott. “At the end of the
day, it’s kind of an honor just to work
with your family.”

Rolling with New Holland
The Wolfs have been farming with
New Holland skid steer loaders,
tractors — seven on the farm right
now — and forage equipment for years,
and still have the first New Holland 256
hay rake Jim’s dad bought new in 1969.
They’re loyal because New Holland
fits their needs.
“I just love all of the New Holland
equipment,” Jim Wolf said. “They’re just
simple to run, and they’re priced right.”

He particularly likes the hay
equipment, saying, “There’s nothing
better. It just seems like there are very
little problems with them.”
His sons agree, with Ted calling the
BR7090 round baler “the best round
baler we’ve ever had. It makes fantastic,
tight bales every time.”
Scott, who does most of the field
work, simply says, “The New Holland
hay equipment is second to none.
Hands down.”
And pulling a chopper with a T7.270
tractor has improved efficiency, Ted
added. “With that CVT transmission, it
just makes it very efficient chopping;
you’re never in between gears. You
set the chopper at 90 percent and it
just goes, and the tractor will speed up
and slow down as it needs to keep that
chopper full. That’s a huge plus, and it
saves us a lot of time and money.”
As Scott puts it, “The tractor is
smarter than the operator, to be 100
percent honest.”

Continuing the legacy
Jim’s ingenuity and hard work inspires
Ted and Scott to continue the farm’s
legacy. “When he started milking,
the only thing on the farm were hog

buildings,” Ted said of his father, “and
he’s made a go of it. It’s neat that he
pretty much started with nothing and
got to where he’s at.”
Now with three young children, Ted
and his wife, Katie, look at the farm
through a different lens: “You just want
to keep that tradition going,” Katie said.
Scott said the family has talked about
the transition, and thinks they’re headed
in the right direction. “I just want the
farm to keep prospering, like it has since
I was a kid.”
“As long as it’s operational, and I
think my dad would be proud of it, that’s
where I want it to be,” Ted added. “And
I don’t know where that is, but I’d be
satisfied — if the farm is still running
and the family with it.”

WHO: Jim Wolf & family
WHERE: Dubuque, Iowa
NEW HOLLAND EQUIPMENT:
T6 & T7 Series tractors, skid
steer loaders, Discbine® disc
mower-conditioners, Haybine®
mower-conditioner, rakes, BR7090
round baler, 570 small square baler,
self-propelled windrower, pull-type
forage harvester
DEALER: Helle Farm Equipment,
Dyersville, Iowa
newholland.com |
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EXTENDING

Bunk Life
IMPROVES YOUR BOTTOM LINE
By Jordan Milewski,

New Holland Hay & Forage Marketing Manager

T

here are many variables that can influence forage quality.
Capturing quality is not an easy task when you’re competing with
Mother Nature. Considering all the effort, cost, and frequent frustrations
of putting up feed, bunk life matters.
Why is bunk life so important? When you harvest hay and forage
crops, your goal is to capture the highest feed value possible. When the
highest quality forage is fed, you boost animal health and performance
and lower production costs.
“Bunk life” is a straightforward concept that helps us understand how
long the feed might last after it’s placed in the bunk before quality and
value are diminished by spoilage. Typically, the term refers to silage in a
bunk or bale. Spoilage results from oxygen exposure and the re-activation
of aerobic bacteria (the bad bacteria) that decrease feed value while
increasing temperatures during the initial phases of the ensilage process.
Temperature is the simplest and most practical measure of spoilage.
When temperatures increase above 120° F, proteins become bound to
the fiber where they are unavailable to the animals.
Improving bunk life by having more time for livestock to consume
a greater volume of higher value feed simply means your operation
can take full advantage of your efforts. You’ll benefit from improved
animal health and performance, operate with lower production costs,
and receive a higher return on your feed investments.
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B E S T

P R A C T I C E S

6 Tips for Extending Bunk Life
1 MANAGE BUNK/TRENCH OR BAG SILOS.

The size of the bunk or bag face matters. Once a face is opened,
it’s exposed to oxygen and as a result, the temperature rises. It’s
important to size a bunk to ensure that enough feed is removed
from the entire face to make sure the whole face remains cool.
When fed, the cool silage will be more stable and proteins will
remain available to the animal for a longer period of time.

2 WHEN TO WRAP BALED SILAGE CROPS.

When baling, it’s particularly important to wrap bales as soon
as possible. Wrapping the following day (24 hours) may result
in the rapid reproduction of aerobic bacteria and higher bale
temperatures. When wrapped bales are unsealed, and the silage
exposed to oxygen, the reactivation of this higher bacterial
population simply means temperatures and spoilage will occur
more quickly.

3 MAKE THE DENSEST BALES POSSIBLE.

Increasing material density means there is more hay and less
oxygen trapped within the bale. When wrapped, dense bales
transition more quickly from the aerobic to the fermentation phase.
As a result, the reproduction of aerobic bacteria is limited and the
silage pH is reduced, indicating improved forage stabilization. A
recent Penn State University study found that when fed in a ring,
dense silage bales extended whole-bale bunk life up to 25 hours
compared to less dense bales. Simply put, this means more time is
available for livestock to consume the feed prior to spoilage. Feed
waste may be reduced while animal intake increases.

CONSIDERATIONS
5 MIXING
WITH A TOTAL MIXED RATION.
The use of ration mixers for livestock production has improved
livestock operations. These machines process uncut bales to an
ideal particle length for consumption while allowing for a uniform
mix of grains and supplements. There are a number of advantages
of processing a cut hay bale with a TMR mixer, including less power
requirements, fast bale breakup, and more consistent particle size.
When a mixer processes an uncut silage bale it takes substantially
longer, which can introduce more oxygen into the ration. This
may increase ration heating and hasten spoilage. By pre-cutting
bales, TMR mixing time can be significantly reduced, rations can
be fed more quickly, and bunk time to feed before spoilage can be
extended, even if only slightly.

6 HOW MUCH YOU FEED ABSOLUTELY MATTERS.

There are several things that might extend bunk life, yet the most
important consideration is often the simplest. It’s a lesson many
of us learned on the farm as children. My family had two simple
rules for dinner. Number one: never leave the table until you are full.
Number two: only take what you will eat. While these rules won’t
extend bunk life, they greatly reduce spoilage and waste, which
is the goal. If your livestock cannot consume a large round bale
before spoilage, the waste is significant, and so is the impact on
your bottom line.

CUTTING BALED SILAGE.
4 CONSIDER
Cutting baled silage offers producers the same whole-bale, bunk
life advantages. Cut bales form with smaller particle sizes and bale
densities are typically higher than an uncut bale. This excludes still
more oxygen from the ensilage process. Cut bales have additional
advantages in a ring feeder. The cut bales are easy for livestock to
pull apart, which increases the rate of intake. And smaller particle
size typically reduces waste, driving further operational savings.

Bales that are wrapped as they are made, before
touching the ground, decreases the chance of bad
fermentation and spoilage.

newholland.com |
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It’s All About

the Soil
Iowa farm adopts cover crops and
cutting-edge conservation practices.
“Forward-thinking” aptly describes
Iowa farmer Dan Voss. The Atkins,
Iowa, farmer is committed to keeping
his farm in the family for generations
to come by preserving the deep topsoil
that makes Iowa ground so fertile.
For years, Dan has been a leader
in his adoption of cover crops and
other conservation practices that
benefit the soil, water quality, and his
bottom line. By adopting cutting-edge
conservation practices, he’s seen
improvements in soil tilth and
crop production.

“

Staying in the hay business

Dan grew up milking cows and making
hay with his dad on a family farm that
dates back to 1867. When he became a
rural mail carrier, he continued to farm
with his dad; they quit milking but kept
the hay and crop ventures.
Today, Dan farms full-time with help
from his wife Susan, who is a teacher
at a local K-8 school. Their son Brian is
also involved on the farm when he’s not
teaching at an area high school.
The Voss hay operation is one of the
few left in the area, which is close to
Cedar Rapids. Here they have found a
diverse clientele that needs hay.
“We have llamas, horses, stock cows,
dairy, and sheep — all of them in this
area,” Dan said. “Last year we made
7,000 small square bales and
400 round bales. We

“

Just because something’s been done for 30 years,
there are ways to fine-tune it. - Dan Voss
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also make straw and sell it locally to
a garden center. All this works around
here with the diversity of customers
and acreages.”
They plant 70 acres of an alfalfa-grass
mix for making small hay bales. Four
cuttings are taken off in a summer.
Another 30 acres of grass is baled from
two to three cuttings. Some of the grass
grows in field borders and waterways
and the rest in small fields.
“Our hay profits are in the small
square bales,” Dan said. “They do take
more labor, but small squares are our
highest dollar per acre crop — unless
corn and bean prices are up.”
To produce quality small bales, they
use a New Holland 5060 square baler
with hydraulic automatic tension. “When
you hit an area where the hay is light, it
increases the tension and the bales are
more uniform,” Dan explained. “This is
important when selling bales.”
The Voss family is open to trying new
ventures. Recently they planted teff
grass for a horse customer. The annual
grass from Ethiopia is planted in late
June and produces a couple cuttings.
Horses like the grass, which is high in
protein and low in carbohydrates.

Conservation builds soil fertility

There’s another important benefit of
alfalfa and grass — the role it plays in
soil health and conservation. “Hay adds
a lot to soil diversity,” Brian said. “The
roots get pretty deep and leave some
free nitrogen for the corn.”

V O S S

Hydraulic automatic tension on the
5060 square baler produces uniform
bales in varying conditions.

The Voss family embraces
conservation practices to preserve
and improve soil. Dan was an early
adopter. Thirty years ago, he went
to no-till and has followed with other
techniques like strip-till, edge-of-field
practices, saturated buffers, and a
bioreactor to filter nitrates at the end
of tile lines. The conservation practices
are integrated into their crop rotation of
corn, soybeans, oats, and hay.
“When you till and till your soil, you
grind the soil particles and work them
down,” Dan said. “Soil gets packed and
it’s hard for water and air to infiltrate
it. With long-term no-till, you start to
get some of that soil porosity back. If
you want to see soil porosity, just look
at a fence row.”

The pros of cover crops

A major production change came ten
years ago when Dan and Brian started
planting cover crops. Today they plant a
mix of cereal rye and winter wheat into

F A R M

Cover crops planted in the fall on
the Voss farm prevent erosion and
improve soil health.

soybean and corn ground after harvest.
The winter crop prevents erosion and
gives the summer crops a boost in yields.
It also helps the ground hold nutrients.
“We’ll drill the cover crop in the fall
and kill it off in the spring,” Brian related.
“We didn’t plant into the green crop until
a couple years ago when we had a wet
spring. We planted our soybeans with
a drill into the green cover crop, and it
all worked out.”
Now they regularly plant into their
green cover crops, which are usually
just a couple inches tall. However, once
the cover crop grew a couple feet tall
when it was planted into corn after an
oats crop; they had it sprayed.
The use of cover crops also helped
them attract new rented ground from a
landlord looking for more conservation
practices.
“It seems a lot of people are trying to do
the right conservation things,”

Dan said. “In this area there’s a lot of
no-till. But I read only five percent of
Iowa is in cover crops. It needs to get to
50 percent. I think the use of cover crops
will stand on its own with less erosion
and better yields.”

Keep an open mind

Dan is open to other production ideas.
He now plants soybeans in the middle of
April, assuming ground conditions are
suitable, before starting to plant corn.
“Research shows over the long haul, you
will bump your soybean yields up, but
you risk the possibility of a frost some
years,” he said. “Fortunately, that hasn’t
happened yet.”
Continued…

newholland.com |
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F A R M

They also plant soybeans in narrow,
10-inch rows to reduce soil erosion. This
practice retains moisture by providing
full-row canopy coverage more quickly
than wider rows.
Dan added oats to his crop lineup.
“We have 36 acres of oats and have a
good market for them,” he said. “It offers
diversity for the soil and new cash flow.
The straw is what makes oats work.
“I think we need to keep an open mind,”
he added. “Just because something’s
been done for 30 years, there are ways
to fine-tune it. And maybe there’s
another revenue stream out there.”

Storm damage

The Voss family faced a major setback
in 2020 when a derecho windstorm hit
their farm in August. Winds up to 143
mph followed by 80-mph winds for three
hours damaged their farm buildings
and destroyed three grain bins and
60 acres of crops. The farmhouse also
sustained damage.
“I was in the field with our mowerconditioner and my brother called from

Dan Voss plants soybeans in narrow rows
for soil protection.

Des Moines telling me not to get caught
in a storm headed our way,” Brian said.
“I made it back to the farm and into the
basement. This house is 100 years old
and there was a lot of pressure in it.
Water came in places I didn’t know it
could get into.”
Cleanup started immediately with
Dan and Brian relying heavily on
their New Holland T6.165 tractor and

front-end loader. They also had help
from their New Holland dealer who was
in the area the next day.
“We had some corn destroyed and our
dealer helped us get a stalk chopper,”
Dan said. “I don’t know how you can
have a better dealer.”
Most of the farm was rebuilt and
repaired by the next year.
But the damage that occurs in the soil
from poor farming practices can take
decades to repair. This is what most
concerns the Voss family. They want
to keep Iowa’s legacy of fertile soil and
profitable crop production intact.
“If we don’t protect this land, 50 years
from now we will have trouble raising
crops,” Dan added.

WHO: Dan Voss
WHERE: Atkins, Iowa
NEW HOLLAND EQUIPMENT:
T6.165 tractors, 5060 square baler,
Discbine® 210 disc mower-conditioner
DEALER: Helle Farm Equipment,
Dyersville, Iowa

 Dan Voss works full-time on the family hay
and crop farm. His wife, Susan, and son,
Brian, help when not teaching at local schools.
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CUT. RAKE. BALE. REPEAT.

™

From first cut to last bale, New Holland hay and forage equipment helps you make top-quality hay and make it
more productively—day in and day out. That’s the advantage of our over 125 years of invention and innovation.
New Holland haytools save you time and money, all while maximizing quality and feed value. You’ll also work more
confidently, knowing your local New Holland dealer is there with unparalleled service and support when it matters
most. Cut, rake, bale, repeat—no one does hay better.
Get more information and the latest financing incentives at newholland.com.
Or visit your New Holland dealer today.

©2022 CNH Industrial America LLC. All rights reserved. New Holland is a trademark registered in the United States and many other countries,
owned by or licensed to CNH Industrial N.V., its subsidiaries or affiliates.

5 TIPS
  FOR

BETTER

SQUARE

BALES
Feed is the biggest expense
in raising livestock, so
whether you’re baling small
square bales for your own
cattle or horses, or you’re
selling it, you want to do it
right. The overall bale shape,
density, and length of a bale
are all related to how crop is
fed into the baler and moved
into the bale chamber.

1. ADJUST THE PICKUP
Set pickup flotation to keep the load on the pickup wheel to a
minimum, while not allowing the pickup to bounce and leave
crop in the field, especially when baling light windrows.
Adjust the pickup wheel to maintain pickup tines 1 to 2½ inches
above the ground. In rocky or uneven field conditions, set the
pickup wheel lower to provide more clearance.
The pickup windguard should be adjusted to hold the material
in contact with the tines to promote positive feeding.
Adjust the lower stop so that fingers are held 2 to 3½ inches
above the pickup bands. Higher volume windrows may require
additional clearance; lighter crops require less clearance and
greater contact with the windguard.
Adjust the upper travel stop to allow windguard tip movement
of 6 to 8½ inches.
Check your hay pickup on a regular basis for bent or broken
tines and replace them as needed.

2. CHECK THE PICKUP DRIVE BELT
The pickup drive belt acts as a “slip clutch” for the pickup.
Make sure the belt slips as designed. If it doesn’t, because of
excess tension or rust in the V-pulley, the feeder will overfill.
Bales may then be underfilled on the left side. Slice width will
also vary resulting in bale length variation.

3. WATCH WINDROW SIZE & GROUND SPEED
The windrow size, ground speed and crop translate into the
feed rate, or the volume of material that is fed into the baler.
The most desirable bale characteristics for uniform shape and
size are achieved when the feed rate is producing 2 to 3½-inch
bale slices.
Keep the windrow to the right-hand side of the pickup. To
make sure the crop feeds evenly in the bale, make the windrow
as wide as the baler pickup.
Vary ground speed according to
windrow volume to produce the
desired slice thickness.
Maintain PTO speed at 540 RPM
to produce thinner slices.
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4. MAKE DENSE BALES
Dense, square-shouldered bales hold their shape and provide
maximum protection from the elements.
Ground speed and feed rate affect density. Lower feed rates will
result in more dense bales.
The density of the bale, and consequently bale weight, is normally
adjusted by varying the force placed on the tension rails on the
top and bottom of the bale chamber. Higher force increases the
effort required to push the bale through the chamber, which
increases bale density.
On spring tension systems, tension adjustment cranks alter the
force that the springs apply to the rails. Turning the cranks
clockwise increases spring force, bale weight and density.
Doors on the sides of the bale chamber can be pressed into the
sides of the bale to increase resistance, and therefore density. Use
care to adjust doors evenly from side to side.
Hay wedges can be used in the interior of the bale chamber.
Add wedges only if the tension rail and bale chamber door
adjustments do not produce enough density. Up to three pairs of
wedges can be added. The front wedges are standard equipment.
They help hold bale slices in place and should never be removed
as tying difficulties may result.

5. CONTROL BALE LENGTH
Consistent bale length is especially important when using a bale
wagon or accumulator to pick up bales.
Bale length is controlled by the metering wheel that is rotated by
the bale passing through the bale chamber. The metering wheel
raises the knotter trip arm, which releases the knotter clutch
pawl. The length of trip arm travel (how far down it can drop
before re-engaging the metering wheel) determines bale length.
The bale counter chain and spring may require adjustment when
changing bale length. Bale slice thickness has an important effect
on bale length.
If knotters trip during what would normally be the last slice of the
bale, the resulting bale is the desired length.
If knotters do not trip on the last slice, an additional slice will be
added. This results in one bale being as much as 3½ inches longer
than desired, while one additional slice on the other bale results
in a variation of up to 7½ inches in bale length.

RETAIN
MOISTURE

If you want that beautiful green
color and fresh hay smell that’s
so important, one of the most
critical factors in producing
a better hay bale is retaining
moisture. Here’s why: More than
70 percent of the nutritional
value of alfalfa is in the leaves,
so you want to capture every
leaf possible. When you bale
drier hay, you lose some of
those valuable leaves through
leaf shatter. Higher moisture
hay retains more leaves, and
that results in better nutritional
quality and more harvested tons
per acre.
Forage never has more quality
than after you first cut it.
It doesn’t take long for the
nutritional value to deteriorate
so you want to get alfalfa off
the field as soon as you can.
Using a crop preservative, like
New Holland’s CropSaver™, will
allow you to bale higher moisture
hay. For untreated hay, the high
end of moisture for small square
bales is 20 percent. With a crop
preservative, you can bale at up
to 30 percent moisture.
When you use a crop
preservative, you aren’t at the
mercy of the weather. You
can start baling earlier, finish
baling later, and get that hay
into the shed. An automatic
applicator system provides
accurate application of the crop
preservative. It’s well worth the
expense for bales that are higher
in quality, enjoy longer storage
life and command a higher price.

newholland.com |
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Hit the Fields in
Peak Performance.
Make sure your equipment is ready to power through the season ahead with a comprehensive inspection
from your New Holland dealer. These inspections are performed by certified New Holland technicians who
know your equipment inside and out.

A Thorough Equipment Inspection:
Uses certified inspection checklists

May increase your equipment’s resale value

Reduces equipment downtime

Provides a 12-month warranty on dealer installed parts

Protects your investment

To learn more, visit your New Holland dealer and schedule an equipment inspection today!

©2022 CNH Industrial America LLC. All rights reserved. New Holland is a trademark registered in the United States and many other countries, owned by or licensed to CNH Industrial N.V., its subsidiaries or affiliates.
CNH Industrial Genuine Parts is a trademark in the United States and many other countries, owned by or licensed to CNH Industrial N.V., its subsidiaries or affiliates. Any trademarks referred to herein, in association with goods
and/or services of companies other than CNH Industrial America LLC., are the property of those respective companies.
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Your Most Productive
Hay Season Yet
Prioritize maintenance
and in-dealer inspections
for maximum uptime.

D

uring hay season, your New Holland
mowers, rakes, and balers work
hard for you in the field. Over time,
each acre mowed, windrow raked and
bale wrapped can cause wear and tear
on your machinery, leading to costly
repairs and unnecessary downtime.
Taking the time for preventative
maintenance throughout the year can
help you avoid unexpected breakdowns
when uptime matters the most.

Maintain as you go
Preventative maintenance begins
with keeping the equipment as clean
as possible to ensure you are able to
see areas of concern. Take a moment
to tackle these tasks before taking your
equipment out or after a long day in the
field. If you have an air hose nearby,
blow away dirt and debris, even in small
crevices and around all parts, belts and
rollers. As you remove debris, check for
wear, chips or breakage on high-wear
parts, including cutting parts, teeth, belts
and chains. Excessive or uneven wear
should be flagged for repair to ensure
optimal functionality of the equipment.
Consistent, thorough lubrication
of your hay and forage equipment
throughout the season is ideal and can
help you ensure success in the field.
Using genuine New Holland fluids,

lubricate and grease all fittings, bearings,
drivelines, and pivot points regularly.
Genuine lubricants, like New Holland
Engine Oil, are specifically designed,
tested and proven for maximum
performance, extending your service
intervals and lowering your risk of
equipment failure.

Lean on the experts at your
New Holland dealer
Aside from preventative maintenance
on the farm, your local New Holland
dealer is your go-to resource for
parts and service assistance. The
maintenance and parts experts know
your New Holland equipment best and
receive special training to ensure you
receive the assistance you need to
maximize uptime and productivity.
When the last bale hits the ground
this year, it is important to turn your
attention to post-season maintenance
to ensure your New Holland equipment
is field-ready next season. Effective
post-season maintenance should always
include an inspection from the trained
technicians at your local New Holland
dealer. They are not only the experts
at post-season maintenance inspections
for hay and forage equipment, they are
the only ones trained and certified to
service your New Holland equipment.

Bringing your equipment to your
local New Holland dealer for a complete
inside-out inspection is the best way to
ensure your equipment is thoroughly
evaluated before the season. To save
you time and effort, the dealership
maintenance experts will check each
piece and part of your equipment through
a comprehensive, custom inspection
process designed by the engineers who
built your machine.

Visit your local New Holland
dealer for all your parts and service
needs or to schedule a post-season
maintenance inspection.

newholland.com |
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New Holland, PA 17557
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Welcome to Your
Kind of Country.
The New Holland Country Store is the place
to shop for your favorite New Holland-branded
merchandise. Everything from great-looking caps,
jackets and tees, to popular toys and
seasonal home décor items.

Scan this QR code
now and see
what’s in store.

Shop for all things New Holland
at newhollandcountry.com.
It’s your kind of country.
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